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The present paper is based on part V of the author’s thesis, Symmetric genera

lized uniform and proximity spaces, submitted in partiaI fuIfiIIment of the require

ments for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the Graduate SchooI of Arts and 

Sciences of the University of Connectcut. The author wishes to acknowledge his 

indebtedness to Professor E. S. W oIk, under whose direction the thesis was 

written. 

THEOREM 1. A compact syηzmet서c generalized un하'orm space (c.f. [2]) (X, ~/) 
is totally bounded. 

PROOF Imrnediate consequence of theorem 4 in [2]. 

THEOREM 2. Let (X, V) be a symmetric generalized uniform space that has 

the property that if Ue2.ι then there exists V iη Vsκch that VoVcU. Theη 

(X, V) is compact if z't is comp!ete and totally bouηded. 

LEMMA 1. If a Cauchy filter 싫 CX, V) has a clusteγ point, it converges to it. 

LEMMA 2. If CX, ~.() is totally bounded, then every ultrafilter is a Cauchy 

f z"lter. 

The proofs of lemma 1 and Iemma 2 are very similar to 

uniform space. Cc. f. [3] page 186). 

those for an ordinarv 

PROOF OF THEOREM 2 Suppose CX, V) is compact. Then Cby theorem 1) 

CX, V) is totaIIy bounded. AIso, every filter and hence every Cauchy filter has 

a cIuster point; therefore Cby lemma 1) CX, V) is complete. Conversely, Iet Y" 

be an u1trafiIter on X. Then Cby Iemma 2) Y is a Cauchy filter and hence 

converges since CX, V) is complete. Hence CX ,V) is compact. 

COROLLARY Let CX, V) be a μnifoγm space. CX, V) is compact iff it is 

comPlete and totally bounded. 

PROOF This is an immediate consequence of theorem 2 and the fact that every 

uniform space has a symmetric base. 
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DEFINITION CEfremovic et. a I. [1]) A Cauchy filter Y is an infrafilter iff 

there is no Cauchy filter Y 1 such that Y가 is properly contained in Y. 

THEOREM 3. Let (X. V) be a correct uniform sþace (c.f. [1]). Then (X. V) 

is comþact iff it is totally boμnded and every infrαJ당rtter in (X. V) is a neighborhood 
filter of some þoint. 

LEMMA 3. (X. í'''() is comþlete iηzþlies every inJ;γafilter is a neighborhood filter 

01 so깨1e þoint. 

LEMMA 4. Eveγy Cauchy filter in (X. V) coηtains an infrαfilter. The aboνe 

tμ’o lemmas are proved in [1]. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 3. We have (by lemma 3 and lemma 4) that (X. V) is 

complete iff every infrafilter in it is a neighborhood filter of EOme point. Thp 

t l1~orem is now a direct consequence of theorem 2. 
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